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CUNY Talks
Revised Admission Standards
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
To Albany
For Fall Semester 1983
CURRICULUM CHANGES
On Budget
Liberal Arts Base Divides Committee
To Offset Budget Cuts
By Michael Flanigan

By Steven Appenzeller

By Lisa Rhodes

The Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee of the School of
Business and Public Administration met on Thursday, March 10, to
discuss .proposed changes in curriculum. New course proposals
were introduced by the Ma.rketing,
Economics and Finance, and
Education Departments. The
humanities component of the
Liberal Arts base for BBA students
was also discussed. The committee
which is composed of the chairpersons from the School's departments
is chaired by Professsor Frederick
Dr. Bertha NewbOuae
Lane, Chairperson of the Public
AsIodate Dean of BusIness
Administration Department..
According to Dr. Bertha Although minor changes have been
posal.
Newhouse, Associate Dean of the made over' the years, "It is not a.
"They all knew the facts," WerSchool of Business and Public Ad- completely satisfactory currictheimer said. "Our position was to
ministration, the curriculum was ulum."
tn,;tt\ thelI1what the cuts Would . under..-review <·lvoRAn..:p..-,it. ,~in.fiiL.
-The ,Depart~nt. of Edum~- of tlieii'-~aS'l~l~~~~~caticnt-s :-·SeCretaiial-~Siud'""~
school.' The team was comprised was spun off from City College."
Continued on Page 5
of Beatrice Shavit (alumni '45),
Professor Oayton Majete of' the
PROPOSED.CHANGE IN HUMANITIEs COMPONENT
Sociology Department, and Tess
OF THE LIBERAL ARTS BASE
Geo, a member of the Helpline, in
FOR STUDENTS IN THE spHOOL OF BUSINESS AND
addition to Wertheimer.
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
"Each college was assigned someone to meet with," said Wertheimer, and Baruch's team had
FROM: Humanities (9 credits)
discussions with Roy Goodman
Nine credits in at least two subject areas but no more than two courses
(Republican-Manhattan), Martin
in each area chosen from the following fields: art (no studio courses),
Gonner - (Democrat-Manhattan)
foreign language electives, history, literature, music (no band, chorus,
and Manfred Ohrenstein, the
ensemble and orchestra courses), philosophy, and religion and culture.
Minority leader of the State Senate.
TO: Humanities (12 credits)
Geo spoke about the impact tuiOne course from each of the following four fields:
tion would have on students with
limited means as well as the effects
Literature (3 credits)
on faculty with cuts.
Great Works of Literature I (ENG 2800 or LIT 28(0) or
Majete h.ighlighted the fact that
Great Works of Literature II (ENG 2850 or LTT 2850)
the proposed' cuts would fall heavilyon those areas of the college cirHistory (3 credits)
riculum that were in demand; parThe Origins of Western Civilization I (HIS 1(01) or
ticularly skill oriented studies like
Western Civilization Since 1500 (HIS 1(03) or
data, and word processing.
Europe and the World Since 1945 (HIS 2033) or
It was also pointed out by MaHistory of American Civilization I (HIS 10(4) or
jeste that faculty cuts would fall
History of American Civilization II (HIS 1(05) or
very heavily on recently employed
Recent America, 1945 to the Present (HIS 2053)
teachers, who are mainly members
of minority groups and women.
Reason and Values (3 credits)
This she felt would erode gains in
Reason and Value (pHI 1(01) or
affarmitive action.
Introduction to World Religions (REL 1001)
Alumni representative Shavit expressed concerns regarding the efThe Arts
Music in Civilization (MSC 1(03) or
feet on business in the State. "The
Principles of Music (MSC 1(05) or
college produces trained people,
Art History Survey I or II (ART 1011 or 1012) or
and as the governor himself has
Principles of Visual Art-2D (ART 1020) or
pointed out, New York needs to rePrinciples of Visual Art-3D (ART 1030)
main a high technology state to survive the recession:" Such action
RATJONALE: Currently, business students can graduate without takwas, seen as being "penny wise and
-ing
a single course in history, philosophy, the arts OT great works of
pound foolish."
literature. This proposal seeks to remedy this deficiency in the context
"They were very supportive of
of
preserving student choice in the selection of courses, and does not
CUNY,"· Wertheimer said with
alter the liberal arts credits required of students in the S.B.P.A.
Continued on Page 5

A decision has been made on
behalf of President Segall to slight'ly increase Baruch's undergraduate
admission standards for the. fall
1983 semester in an effort to reduce
the number of incoming freshmen.
The decision was made in
response to the concern over the
passage of Governor Mario
Cuomo's proposed '83-'84 state
budget, which calls for a CUNY
tuition hike and the reduction of
faculty and' administrative staff.
The existing physical limitations of .
Baruch's city campus were also a
deciding factor.
"It would be impossible to accommodate everyone who wants to
come to Baruch," said Patricia
Hassett, Director of Undergraduate
Admissions. uWe're trying to keep
enrollment constant,"

We did what we set out do do,
was the way Steve Wertheimer,
Director of College Relations,
described the outcome of a visit of
a four member team to Albany on
February 28, to meet with State
Assembly members.
The visit coincided with those of
groups from other CUNY colleges
as well as student delegations from
the State University of New York,
(SUNY). These visits were aimed at
bringing to the attention of
members of the State Legislature
the concern over tuition hikes and
faculty cats included in the
Governer's '83-'84 budget pro-

to -each-- section'·

fifiwhat'

. ft"

lose any faculty."
Baruch's enrollment has been
growing since the fall of 1980, when
there were 14,592 students. By
1982, the number had risen to
15,274. Though the number of
enrolled students does change due
to difficulties in registration, finan. cial aid, and drop outs, the increased enrollment figures did' affect the
college's admission processes. Said
Hassett, "we saw that emollment
was growing and as a result closed
admissions in June of 1982." In
previous years, admissions has ended as late as September.

~ipiiliCiDB'tlTBd'IreIJ :~-.

had 'tobave at'leaStan 80 perceDt
academic average and have placed
in the-tep fIIirdof their ~ .
'class. Those considered for admission in the fall must have an 81 percen t average or place in the 68th
percentile of their graduating class.
Although the increase is a slight
one, it is projected that there will be
anywhere from 300 to 500 less incoming freshmen in the fall due to
the change. According to Hassett,
the standards will "apply to
everyone across the board,' ,
.although it is not certain if the
number of transfer students will
also be affected.
Ron Schurin, Assistant to the
Provost, feels the anticipated
budget cuts will be an added
burden, particularly at Baruch.
"Resources at Baruch are already
limited," he said, noting that a
decrease in faculty members will
have a great impact upon the college's academic capabilrties ,
"Baruch is in such high student demand. . . our hope is that we don't
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RoaaIcl Sdaada
Assistant tG the Provost

Schurin, however, is somewhat
hopeful, noting that when Hugh
Carey was governor, the legislature
was "able to restore some cuts."
He hopes this year's legislature will
do the same. "There's no
guarantee," said Schurin. uWe
hope the cuts, if they go through,
will be equitable throughout the
CUNY system," remarking that the
state legislature has until April 1 to
decide upon the final budget
figures.
Both Hassett and Schurin are
confident that the existing student
population will not be greatly afContinued on Page 5
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.Bedtime For Bomhzo
The biggest U.S. defense buildup in peacetime history, which is centered around increasing the nuclear arms cache, not only portends disaster for a large proportion of the human
race, but has also keyed severe cutbacks in expenditures in domestic programs.
While proposed military spending from fiscal year 1982 through fiscal year 1983 will total
$1.6 trillion, the desperate need for federal programs to generate jobs, and improve education, transportation, health, and other vital services remains unattended.
As the administration continues to spend taxpayers' money in an area that generates fewer
jobs per dollar than any other area of federal spending, farmers are losing everything but the
shirts on their- backs in..,th~ Midwest. Those on fixed incomes are either being denied a decent
standard of living at the moment, or are perilously close to sharing the experience with
others. There have been cutbacks in hospital services, and closer to home, both the State
University of New York (SUNY) and the City University of New York (CUNY) are facing
dramatic cutbacks in faculty, as well as increased tuition charges.
While the need to match the strength of the U.S.S.R.'s arsenal might appear important.in
order to negotiate from a position of strength for total nuclear disarmament, the need for
this administration to address urgent needs at home, instead of engaging in a military
buildup, is long overdue.
Although the administration believes that a nuclear conflict is survivable, the immediacy
of the d m tic situation deserves maximum priority.
The irony of the current situation is striking. If both superpowers employ their nuclear
strike force- .S., 2,032 missiles, U.S.S.R., 2,49<) missiles as of March 1982-the extermination of life as a sult of the inevitable fallout would be catastrophic at best. In the
meanwhile, amidst this reat level of military spending, the very fabric of the nation is being
stretched by dismissals nd layoffs, and the forced dropouts of students from colleges.
It is well past bedtime or nuclear arms. The research, testing, manufacturing, and deployment of nuclear bombs nd missiles should be immediately halted, and current stockpiles
destroyed by both power. Provide the nation with the opportunities to feed, clothe, and
educate itself. We can do without fallout and dropouts.

Tell It To The Governor
The '83-'84 New York State Budget calls for a $150 tuitionhike and a $25 computer equipment fee (regardless of major) for all CUNY students. In addition, about 1,000 college faculty and staff will lose their jobs resulting in a 25 percent reduction in the non-tenured faculty.
This proposed budget will seriously undermine the quality of public higher eduction in New
York.
There is still hope. As you read this, legislators are still reviewing the budget and have until
April 1 to submit changes for a final version.
It is imperative that we let our legislators know how we feel about the tuition hike and
budget cuts. Groups from CUNY have been visiting Albany regularly (see story page 1) to
ensure that we are not forgotten at budget time.
March 23 is CUNY Lobby Day in Albany. This is a chance to show you care and that you
will not tolerate less education for- more dollars. If only a few students show up, the
lawmakers, whose vote on this issue will determine our future, will not pay much attention to
our viewpoints. It is important that the entire CUNY community demonstrate its unity on
this issue.
Don't wait. See Dorothy in the lobby of the Student Center and make arrangements to be
in Albany on March 23.
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EPA Superfund Scandal
.Contaminates Capitol Hill

Despite falling. short in raising

agreements are called sweetheart
deals. The basic goal was to get
quick results, said Rita Lavelle who
ran the agency's hazardous waste
program until she was dismissed by
President Reagan on February 7 of
this year.
However, congressional critics
argue that the pursuit of such goals
led to the sweetheart deals. The
EPA, by mid-February, negotiated
21 settlements with companies to
clean up their waste dumps. The
companies agreed to spend $122
million.
Since the program started, only
$221 million has been spent from
the superfund. On February 21, the
agency agreed to' spend $33 million
of the superfund money to purchase homes contaminated with
dioxin in Times Beach, Minnesota,
and $14 million to clean out a contaminated harbor in Waukegan, Illinois.
Actions by the EPA has done little to pacify an angry congress.
Anne M. Burford, EPA administrator, was about to put the
superfund to rest according to Rep.
John J. LaFalce, a Democrat from
New York. Representative LaFalce,
on the other hand, would extend
the tax to 1990 rather than .end it.
He introduced legislation not only
to lengthen the life of the tax but
also to increase the total amount of
money collected in the .super-

available. The law that created the
superfund allows the EPA to use
the money to clean up toxic waste
dumps and replenish the money by
suing the companies responsible.
Rather than doing this, which
would result in court actions, the
EPA has preferred to negotiate settlements with firms involved. Such

Without a .doubt, .. the' 'present
trouble has resulted in the demise
of the EPA's policy of negotiating
agreements. "It will be m:ore difficult to get settlements now than in
the past," predicts Roger Streiaw,
an EPA official in the mid-'70's,
now representing the hazardous
waste program.

By Wesley Thurman

Cleaning up the nation's hazardous waste dumps is plagued with
dilemmas that extend beyond the
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) scandal. The real problem is
the amount of money available to
do the job; it may fall short of what
is actually needed.
The large task of safely disposing
of dangerous chemicals carelessly
dumped in thousands of sites and
the country IS financed by a superfund. This fund is scheduled to
reach $1.6 billion by January 1,
1985, through a tax on companies
that produce toxic waste. At present it is well below the mid-point
level. The federal government has
only collected $426 million from
approximately 800 chemical and oil
companies.
The pace lags as collections are
low, because of the depressed
economic condition within the two
(oil and chemical) industries. For
example, Dow Chemical Company
has estimated an annual contribution of $30 million throughout the
life of the tax. It has totaled only
$28 million during the two years in
which the tax has been levied. A
Dow spokesman said that the lower
tax reflects a decline in business and
not an alteration of their product
mix.
funds, 'me EPA hasn't gone on a
spending spree ~itI1. what is

(und'-up fr-orrt $1 ~6b1.11i()nC'to $4.1
billion, ending ,in t990~-· -"~, .. :..

INTERNATIONAL OBSER VER

Deferring Global Crisis
By Erick Alexander

The twentieth century has
witnessed two world wars which
had economic crises as the causal
factor. Last month, an event took
place in Washington that was of a
magnitude and importance comparable to preventing World War
III. Those involved were delegates
of the International Monetary
Fund (IMF), which decided that in
order to prevent an imminent world
crisis they would increase the institution's lending capacity to
developing third world countries.
What if this decision was not
made? At the forefront are the developing countries which would
have to put a moratorium on payments. The debts of these countries
when added to that of Eastern Bloc
countries, becomes a collective of
$700 billion. Brazil and Mexico
both.have astronomical debts of 80
to 90 billion dollars. The inability
to repay such debts would have s~
verely impaired the western banking system; the U.S. banking
system in particular. Moreover, the
inaccessibility of new capital would
have prolonged the world recession. As if matters were not alreadv
complicated, the price of oil began
to fall making certain oil producing
countries potential candidates for;

the borrower's pool.
On the verge of economic
disaster? One of the factors responsible for the present situation was
the increase in the price of I I during 1973 and 1979. Countries like
Nigeria, which saw the increase in
price translated into increased
revenues, started ambitious projects and borrowed against
revenues in order to finance these
projects. On the other hand, countries like Brazil, which does not
produce oil and must rely on others
for energy, had to borrow heavily
to finance the purchase of oil.
Furthermore, the industrialized
nations had to either cut production or produce goods at a higher
cost (of course passed on to the
consumer). The former situation
created unemployment while the
latter resulted in inflation and a
decrease in consumption. One can
imagine how financially squeezed
the poor countries were. They
sometimes had to rely on borrowing to keep their government functioning.
..
The world economic recession
made it imperative for the delegates
to increase the lending capacity of
the International Monetary Fund
by 47.4070 or 32.5 billion. The
United States contributed 5.8
billion, the largest contribution"
Continued o1!.leqge.·J·. . ~ ".:.. _
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Legal Process: State of the Art
By Edmund UDDeiand

When a student is charged with
violating a rule of student conduct,
a complaint is filed with the Dean
of Students. The complainant and
the accused student then meet
with a counselor from the Department of Student Personnel Services, who tries to mediate their
dispute. If the two can agree on
the accused's culpability and any
warranted disciplinary action, the
counselor makes a recommendation to the dean. In the absence of
such agreement, the case is remanded to the Faculty-Student
Disciplinary Committee (consisting
of three students and three faculty
members selected by lot from panels of six elected by and from
among their peers). President
Segall fills vacancies on either side
of the panels by appointment. The
committee chairman is chosen from
among those elected (not chosen)
for each particular hearing.
/. FACULTY PARTICiPATION
Faculty sit on cases concerning
student misconduct, but not vice
versa. Students need not have a
voice in faculty disciplinary cases,
but the policy expressed by the
Magna Carta, nisi per legale iudicum parium suorum vel per Legem
terrae (judgment by one's peers,
according to the law of the land)
should be upheld.
n. ADMINISTRATIVE
TAMPERING
Due to the president's power to
fill vancancies on the committee
and to grant. benevolences to favored faculty members (e.g., his is
the final word within the college
on applications for promotion or
tenure), there exists the unseemly
potential for conspiracies against
accused students by persons acting

International
Monetary
Fund
Continued from Page 2
not out of generosity, but because
of the realization that their future
economic well being is somewhat
dependent on the state of the
economy in developing countries.
Decisions made in one part of the
world are having grave repurcussions in other parts. This realization is perhaps the best thing that
could happen to mankind in the
days of potential nuclear selfdestruction.
From now on more cooperation
is essential to economic recovery. It
i-s just as important for D.P.E.C. as
for the third world countries, as imperative for the West as it is the

East.
The actions of these delegates
saved the world from economic collapse; at least for the time being.
They gave new hope and new blood
to an ailing economic order. Now it
is up to Congress to approve these
increases; hopefully they epediently
take care of that matter. Many
members of Congress have expressed intended loans to foreign investors and governments while
neglecting U.S. needs.
It is not that I don't share the
concern about the liberal way some
U.S. banks have lent money to the
developing world. It is because I
can see the U.S. as the primary
beneficiary of these loans. After
all, I would no want to strip away
the honors due to the delegates who
made that decision: these UNSUNG HEROES. .~'.- .. '

on the president's behalf. The desire of ambitious persons to show
the people at East 80th Street that
they are being tough on whatever
academic outrage is currently considered most infamous should not
be discounted.
m. REGULATORY UNFAIRNESS
As an administrative body, the
committee may issue sanctions if
the college shows by a ' '·preponderance of the eredible evidence"
that the accused committed the offense charged. This is less burdensome on the prosecution than having to prove charges beyond a reasonable doubt and allows for conviction based entirely on superficial
or circumstantial evidence. (It is
interesting that a student handbook that goes into exhaustive detail on disciplinary procedures has
nary a word on such a major provision.)
. The provision allowing for secret
hearings, notwithstanding the objections of the accused, is too much
like the infamous Court of the Star
Chamber in 15th and 16th Century
England, whose original purpose
(to hear cases relative to national
security) was perverted into a
means for suppressing and terrorizing political dissidents.
Judicial rules of evidence are not
used, since the committee is an
administrative body. The courts,
despite their hair-splitting inter. pretations of the evidentiary aspects of the Bill of Rights, have
provided many laudable judicial
procedures that help prevent the
fabrication
of
.
. evidence.
IV. PROPOSED CHANGES
All cases warranting serious displinary action should be br~ght to
the Student Disciplinary Committee, this body to consist of nine
students, three elected by each of

Student Senate· Adopts
New Election Procedures

The Student Senate's Election the Senate Elections committee.
the three student constituencies Committee has adopted a resolu- Any questions on election pro(day, evening, and graduate). tion pertaining to student election cedures should be directed to Ari
Three-member panels chosen by procedures. Article one of the Parnes, Chairperson of the Student
lot would hear each. particular resolution deals with student par- Senate and the Senate Elections
case. As in the U.S. Courts of Ap- ties, article two with independent committee.
peals, a quorum would be two nominatons, and article three with
members of the committee.
ballot placement.
More stringent rules of evidence,
In order to. nominate candidates,
such as those prohibiting hearsay, all student political parties must file
would apply,. Hearings, as judicial an application for a charter. Aptrials, would. be public unless plications must be filed at least one
otherwise requested by the ac- month prior to the general eleccused.
tions. A minimum of twenty-five
Last, but definitely hot least, students must sign the application
conviction would be based .on proof to charter a party.
•
beyond. a reasonable doubt. This
Any student may run for elective
change is the most' important since office as an independent, providing
c
.,;
the committee has power to issue that he/she meets the qualifications
o
extensive sanctions, up to and in- for office. Ballot position will be
cluding expulsion. These penalties determined by random selection by
StucleDt SeIWe CIuIIrper. R.
can be psychically and financially . .-------------~--------....:;...--
damaging. Government findings
IMPORTANT DATES FOR SPRING 1983
that have the potential for such
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS
damage must be based on the traditional judicial standard.
Declaration oj Candidacy
Instead of filling vacancies by
Day Students: Thursday April 7, 4pm
presidential appointment, let the
Evening and Graduate Students: Thursday April 14
committee first dwindle to four stu(contact Dean of Students office for details)
dents. Then, cases may be heard
by an impartial arbitrator from the
Elections
American Arbritration Association.
Day Students:
This would be more expensive, but
May 3 and May 4, 9am-5pm
the pursuit of reasonable standards
Voting will take place at 17 Lex, 46 East 26 Street,
of justice demands it.
and III East 18 Street
These new procedures would
Evening and Graduate Students:
force the college to make better
cases. The development of stuMay 3 and May 4, 5pm-9:30pm
dents' ethical standards, an objecVoting will take place at 17 Lex, 111 East 18 Street,
tive implicit in regulations for stu155 East 24 Street, and 46 East 26 Street
dent conduct, is to be achieved in ...
_
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harmony with current legal prodedures, rather than those of the
importunate Star Chamber.
Next -issue, look for Q comment
or two on the current events surrounding Administrator Burford
and the Environmental Protection
Agency.

An,...••

CUNY Board of Trustees
to Vote on Bylaw Amendtneots
STUDENT FEfS AND STIPENDS'AFFECTED'

STUDENT
ACCESS
TO VIDEO
COLLECTION
The Audio Visual Services division of
the library Is making its videotape collection available to students. Included are:
Shakespeare Plays; The Computer Program, ten tapes on compu1er literacy explaining the capabilities and' uses of
computers; Cornrnunlcatinq Successfully, a series on public speaking; and tapes
on outdoor advertising.

Thursdays 9AM to 3PM
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RALPH ELLISON AT BARUCH
"ON BECOMING A WRITER"
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Ellison, the 1983 Morton Globus Distinguished Lecturer, is the author of
Invisible Man, winner of the National Book Award.

College- Wide Convocation
Tuesday,
March 22, 1983
11:00 AM
17 Lexington Avenue in the Auditorium
"Invisib.le Man is recognized as an essential literary work in just about every high school
and college in the country."
.... ~The.New York-Times,
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NEWS
Provision Made for Expansion of Campus
By MIke Deacy
The Office of Campus Planning
is set to announce plans for acquiring much needed additional space
for Baruch. This is part of the continuing effort to "improve the
quality of life here at Baruch," according to Professor Marilyn
Mikulsky, Director of .Ca~us

"Planning.
.
Professor Mikulsky has furnished The Ticker with an outline
of the capital rehabilitation and repair projects, and their costs,
which have been implemented in
the last five years. Total outlays
for these projects are approaching
59,000,000, with. more projects in
the months to come. Some of the
improvements already completed
include new seating in the 4-North
lecture hall and in the 2Jrd Street
auditorium, at costs of 543,000 and
562,000, respectively. Window replacement in the 23rd Street building is in the third stage of implementation, with most of the work
completed. The aging intercom
system in the building's elevators
is also being replaced.
Aside from maintaining and rehabilitating Baruch' sexisting physical plant, the most pressing issue
concerns finding space for the college. Many of the rooms on campus are rented by the school.
Drawn into the issue is the Master

See your jostens representative

PLACE 360 PAS Bookstore

10 a.m. TIME 6 p.m.
i

DATE March 21-23

M54"'

I~

AD Jostea's

..~

riD&s call haye 31dter depees BBA,MBA etc. "ell 81 any 2 letter cIepee.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

Plan for the college which provides
for a permanent location for Baruch
in the Atlantic Terminal area of
Brooklyn. Professor Mikulsky says
that this is still generating u a "lot
of confusion" about the future of
the college. The Master Plan has
specific restrictions against purchasing property for Baruch. Because of this all additional space
for the college must be rented in
area "buildings.
As of the fall 1982 semester, the
newest location for classes was the
18th Street building (225 Park Avenue South), with Baruch occupying
the tenth, eleventh and sixteenth
floors. In addition, a lease has
been signed which will allow Baruch to occupy the thirteenth and
fifteenth floors, with classrooms
ready for use hopefully in the fall.
Tentatively, the thirteenth floor
wiIl contain the Sociology and Anthropology, and Black and Hispanic Studies Departments, as well as
another satellite computer center.
Mikulsky states, "That we are still
.looking for more space there." Apparently, one of the more beneficial moves was that of the Math
Department, which moved from
the 20th floor of 360 Park Avenue
Sou th to the ninth floor of 32.5
Park, which in Mikulsky's words,
"Has improved elevator service
immensely in the 360 building." In
order to improve elevator service.
.at the 225 building, four new ele-

Our 44 Years of Experience
Is· Your Best Teacher
members, could not agree-on implementation of" the· new base
.courses; A subcommittee will. be
formed to further study the issue.
. Results of the study ",IiI be brought
before the committee at the next
meeting.
All changes in the curriculum will
be Hgrandfathered." Newhouse explained that, "Changes will only
affect new students. Students currently enrolled will be allowed to
finish their education under the
present guidelines."
The general faculty met on
Thursday, March 10 to vote on the
proposed changes.
The Insurance and International
Marketing curriculum changes were
approved. The changes will be
voted on by the CUNY Board of
Trustees, probably in April, where
approval is likely.

• Permanent Centers open days, even ings
and weekends.• Low hourly cost. Dedicated
full-time staff. • Complete TEST-N-TAPE®
facilities for review of class lessons and
supplementary materials'. • Courses taught by
skilled instructors. • Opportunity to make up
missed lessons. • Voluminous home-study
materials constantly updated by researchers
expert in their .field. • Opportunity to transfer
to and continue study at any of our over
11 0 centers.

Continued from Page 1
regard to the discussion that took
place. "They recognized the difficulty of the budget in light of the
State's financial problems."
According to Wertheimer, the
visits were well appreciated by
legislators. "We were very encouraged that the people we saw
would help us not only with their
vote, but with their meetings with'
other members of the legislature."
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vators will be in operation at the
new entrance to the building at 11
East 18th Street which will be exclusively for Baruch's use. The
present entrance will no longer be
used after this semester.
'
Another major project which is
ready to commence is the expansian of the library, which is located
in the sixth and seventh floor of
the 24th Street building. At present
the reserve room is located at the
23rd Street building. Plans were
made to expand it downwards, to
the fourth and fifth floors of the
same building once the current occupants are relocated to the Family
Court building adjacent to the -Student Center on East 22nd Street.
At present, the Family Court is
not ready for occupancy. It should
be ready at the end of this semester.
Plans could change somewhat in
the weeks to come according to
Mlkulsky. There are plans to purchase the building at 226 Park
Avenue South (19th Street) in Conjunction with the SUNY School of
Optometry. Details are not definite
yet, but if the plans work out, the
library may be moved to this location. The proposal is, among other
things, dependent on the state
budget negotiations in Albany, but
the results should be known shortIy. Such a move according to
Mikulsky, "Would help us stay in
Manhattan. "

t

...

Admission
Standards"
Continued from Page 1
fected by the increased admission
standards. "I don't feel it will in
any way affect the composition of
the Baruch student body," said
Hassett. Schurin added that the increase in admission standards is "in
no way related" to the college's
academic criteria; and does not
foresee any increased requirements
for undergraduates. "Baruch will
serve its students better," said
Hassett, "if it admits fewer applicants." Schurin remarked, "for
the final word on the proposed
budget cuts and their effects, we'll
just have to wait and see."
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FEATURES
Poetic Piper Seamus Heaney
Captivates Baruch
Irish verse into English and even
employed some Anglo-Saxon tomake the work "colder" in his narrataive about Maud Sweeney, "a
good ... persona."
His next poem, "Bog Queen,"
from North (1975), was based upon
the Danish archeologist P: V.
Glob's book The Bog People
(1969). The book deals with the
discovery of the remains of an ancient society in bogs in northwestern Europe, at the beginning of
the Christian era. The bodies of the
inhabitants were well preserved and
~ appeared to be ritual sacrifices. In
E: the poem Heaney assumes the iden~
~ tity of a bog citizen:
~
HI lay waiting
~
between turf-face and demesne
:i
wall,
Ireland's Poet: Seamus Heaney
between heathery levels
and glass toothed stone.
thologies to his credit, his work is
By C.L. Abemathy
and . . . through my fabrics and
ever the more popular.
skins
Seam us Heaney. A name featured
Heaney's Field Work, Poems:
the seeps of winter
prominently in my poetry an- 1965-1975, and Preoccupations:
digested me,
thologies, a face staring silently Selected Prose 1968-1978 (all
the illiterate roots
below a crown of dark curls; deep published by Farrar, Straus and
pondered and died
Irish eyes below a furrowed brow.
Giroux) were awarded Hudson
in the cavings
On March 3 this selfsame poet Review's Bennett Award for 1982.
of stomach and socket.
and cri tic gave a reading in Ba- Being Irish and Catholic is certainly
Next he read "Act of Union,"
ruch's Walter E. Nallin Recital Hall a recurring motif in his works,
also in North, (one of his most
and admirers from throughout the especially in those from 1975 on. "
political poetry collections), a
Baruch community came in droves
Heaney, also a visiting professor startling poem that depicts Mother
at Harvard this semester, read from
to listen.
Ireland as a woman being ravished
Heaney was born in 1941 on a old and recent works that afterby the raiding phallic England:
farm in County Derry ('Lon- noon. Attired in a navy suit and
C'I am the tal! kingdom over
donderry' to the British, and the leather boots, his hair, now a
your shoulder
New York Times) in occupied Nor- brilliant white (yet curly still) framThat you would neither cajole
thern Ireland and was educated at ing his ruddy face-a face with a
nor ignore.
Queen's University, Belfast. When seaman's sideburns and a winning
Conquest is a lie. I grow older
his Death of a Naturalist appeared smile, he spoke in a son lilting
Conceding your ha/fin 1966, Heaney gained immediate voice. His first selection was an exindependent shore
recognition, and now with at least cerpt from a work in progress. He
"Within whose borders now my
three collections and three more an- explained how he rendered a bit of
legacy

Culminates inexorably. "
"Act" was described as "a poem
of rnale guilt." !t is also, he said, a
pregnancy poem that became "a
conceit for a political one." After
England struck its curse, Ireland
was left to bear its bitter fruit:
"And I am still imperially
Male, leaving you with the pain,
The rending process in the
colony,
The battering ram, the boom
burst from within . . .
(the babe's) parasitical
And ignorant little fists already
Beat at your borders and 1 know
they're cocked
At me across the water. No treatv
I foresee will salve completely
your tracked
.
One reads with disgust the revelations, like those in "The Ministry
of Fear" that teachers induced feelings of inferiority among students
by insisting Catholics, in general,
don't speak as well as students
from the Protestant schools, or
about checks at gunpoint:
'c• • • policemen
Swung thier crimson flashlamps,
crowding round
The car like black cattle,
snuffing and panting
The muzzle of a sten-gun in .ny
eye:
•What's your name, driver?"
Heaney joked coolly about British imperialism in the North of Ireland, mimicking cockney constables in "To The Border," and described the bleak sexual prospects
for young rural Irish Catholics. to
the audience's amusement.
Heaney related his belief that art
should accomplish two things:

describe conditi ins and reflect conditions, showing what "(they) provoke in the consciousness." The
Forge, and Sunlight, the' reader is
projected into the rural Irish countryside; Heaney's world.
His poems have a quiet, lyric beau• ty much like Dylan Thomas', and
his subject include farmers and
rustics, like Wordsworth before
him. While his later poems seek
new, greater lengths, like narratives
or pastorals, his early' works follow
older conventions. Most of
Heaney's poems have easy rhyme
schemes and he is one modern poet
who has not abandoned the sonnet.
Though there is much despair in
his native land, (where Heaney still
resides), and barbarism is the rule,
and habeas corpus has been put on
the shelf. th ere is a subtle optimism in Heaney's poems. The last
two poems he read, The Railway
Children and Homecomings, dealt
with the lighter side of life in the
North of Ireland; that fleeting moment in youth when life's complexities are not yet understood.
Heaney, like a piper, summoned
literature students, members of the
Art and Speech staffs, deans and
neadsof departments, and a
noticeable Irish contingent to his
reading that afternoon. Son of a
potato farmer, in his first collection
he wrote in the poem "Digging": "
"Between my finger and my
thumb
The squat pen rests; snug as a
gun . . .

I't! diJ! with it. "
That afternoon the recital hall was
filled with admirers who, no doubt,
dug what he'd been digging.

Music Scholar Ashenafi Kebede Lectures:
Hhyrhrn, Theories~ and The Blues
music" and thus were able to
"I usually refer to my own
culture," Kebede remarked in an
preserve the basics.
attempt to illustrate his point more
The third theory is one which
On March 7, one could hear clearly. "In Ethiopia (which is in
Kebede feels is more accurate. The
chimes of laughter from Baruch's northern Africa) we don't really
Compromise Validity Theory mainWalter E. Nallin Recital Hall. Like have 'rhythm.' Different melodic
tains that "blacks learned and
a concertmaster, guest speaker Dr.
variations area characteristic of
blended aspects of European music
Ashenafi Kebede stood before the West Africa." While describing
with African music." This, said
podium conducting his audience as
North Africa, he off candidly reKebede, is the origin of jazz and the
if they were an orchestra. "Music,"
ferred to its music as being "inblues-the music of slavery.
he said, between humorous anectroverted."
Dr. Kebede explai ned the
dotes, "is not an international
According to Kebede, there are
technical aspects of Blues music
language at all." As the chimes
three basic theories which attempt
and
described how it evolved from
dulled to a silence, the conductor to explain the evolution of black
the slavery experience. "This style
took baton in hand and proceeded.
music in America. "The Theory of
of
music emerged during their
Dr. Ashenafi Kebede is an
Survivalism," he began, "conanguish," he said. It was the atAssociate Professor at Florida
eludes that black Americans have
tempt on the part of blacks to "exState University's School of Music
retained
their
African
press anger and frustration." In the
and is also director of its Black
characteristics and have not borBlues, there is a "tendency to irnCultural Center. A graduate of the
rowed from the Caucas ian
provise " inserting what Kebede
University of Rochester, Dr.
culture." This theory, Kebede
calls "workables.·· which are simKebede received his M.A. and
maintains, "does not work." Due
ply syllables or sounds. For examPh.D degrees from Wesleyan
to the assimilation process, blacks
ple. Kebede cited workables such
University. An Ethiopian by birth,
could not have retained all of their
as
. "ooh " and "aah," which are
Kebede is a noted scholar of
cultural African characteristics.
very much like African forms of
African music. "Black Music and
Although they "did take their own
musical expression.
Culture: The Heritage of Africa
culture with them," Kebede emand America" was his lecture topic.
phasized that due to slavery condiMicrotones, or intervals that fall
Elaborating on the point that
tions blacks had to "fashion and
between various tones, are
music is not an international
duplicate certain sounds" from
prevalent in black music. "West
language, Dr. Kebede explained
West African music.
African speech patterns have also
that African forms of music are not
The Theory of NonsurvivaIism
survived in black American
espouses that "Africa itself has no languagae;" said Kebede. Vocal
all the same. "Each part of Africa
has its own musical expression," he
culture," he explained, and that
dynamics, such as adding or dropsaid, noting that black American
blacks simply "duplicated" their
ping syllables and words, are fremusic is an outgrowth of West
culture from the Europeans. "Of quently used by black musicians
African culture. "It is very .imporcourse,". K'eqede declared, "this is and singers. A technique known as
the "Yodell" is common in Central
tant to keep in min~ that black peoridiculous a~ a misconception."
Africa, and is known to Americans
ple came t.o t~~ Umted Stat.es from
Citing the pyraminds as just one exas "scat," which is a popular
West. ~fnca,
Keb~de "s~ld, em- / / ample of African culture, he exphasizing that there IS a difference
plained that "although they did not device in jazz.
between Western and other forms
bring musical instruments with
"The influence of black
of African music.
them.v'.blacks did "know their own .American music .on all aspects .of
By Lisa Rhodes

>:::~~. . :, :~~~.'~

AfrIcan music scholar: Dr. AsbeDafI Kebede" ."

our lifestyle makes it almost impossible to detach the European,"
said Kebede, noting that various
gestures, speech patterns, and ways
of social interaction have been
assimilated from Africa into
American society, According to
Kebede., this exchange between the

two cultures should dispell "any
preconceived ideals," both black
and white Americans may have
about .their respective forms of
music.
Dr. Kebede's lecture was made
possible through a grant from the
Baruch College Fund.
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Professor Gonza!ez: ·'Education Is The Key"
J

sons, she moved to New York's
By Sandra Bemal ami Usa Rhodes
East Harlem, known as "EI Barrio" to live with an older sister. In
Professor Isabel Cintron' Gon- New York, she also. experienced
zalez, an adjunct in Baruch's Black
discrimination. "People used to
and Hispanics Department, is one
make fun of my accent," she said,
educator who takes her profession noting it is a part of her life she
seriously. Unlike some within the doesn't like to remember.
college community, her dedication
Soon after her move to New
to higher education has literally York, Isabel married and had three
become a way of life. Said Gondaughters. Devoting all her time to
zalez, "if I didn't teach, I don't
her family, Gonzalez says she beknow what I would do."
came the' 'traditional Puerto Rican
Born in Patillas, a small town in
mother." This domestication put a
southern Puerto' Rico, Isabel lived halt to her education and kept her
there until her father's death,
away from college 18 years. "I
when she and her remaining family
didn't want anyone else to raise
moved to Guaylama.
my kids," she said in retrospect.
Education began for Gonzalez in
"That was very important to me."
a small schoolhouse on her father's
Now divorced, Gonzalez is proud
farm. A bright child, she was proof her daughters. The eldest gradmoted two grades in elementary
uated from New York University
,school. As a teenager, Isabel spent with honors after obtaining her law
most of her free time working in
degree. The second received a
the town library, and became inMasters in Special Education from
terested in attending college in the
Lehman College, and the youngest
United States. Attending college
has her Bachelor's in History from
out of her native land was what Queens College.
she considered to be "a great chal"I am so proud that my children
lenge. "
are three professional women,"
said Gonzalez with a smile. "It's
In 1947, Gonzalez enrolled at
important to me that they fulfiIl
Benedictive Heights Catholic Coltheir goals."
lege in Guthrie, Oklahoma. "While
In 1966, she went back to school,
in Oklahoma," Gonzalez began, "I
attending Hunter College in the
experienced some racial differevening due to her lack of free
ences which were very new to
time during the day. After eight
me. " The separation between
blacks and whites was unusual to ' years of study, she received her
B.A. in Spanish Literature and
her. "Going to parks and seeing
Black and Puerto Rican Studies. In
signs saying 'for blacks only' was
1975, she attended Queens College
frightening. I never saw such disand
received a Master's degree in
crimination in Puerto Rico."
Latin American Studies. Currently
After a year of college, Gonzalez
she is working towards her Ph.D.
had to discontinue her education
in Political Science at CUNY's
because "my family lost the farm
in Puerto Rico." For economic reaGraduate School and University

Center.
,
For Gonzalez, education has
been a way of life. "I believe in
education," she said firmly. "It is
very special to me. I always felt
that I had to volunteer teaching."
And she does. Presently she volunteers teaching English, American
history, and Central South American Studies in a program for high
school students preparing for their
general equivalency exam. In the
past, she has worked as a teachers
aide in a Headstart program on the
Lower East side. ., I wan t to give
and share with others," she said
enthusiastically. "To help students
attain their goals is ifuportant.'·
Due to her own experience, Gonzalez believes higher education
makes a difference in women.
"Education gives a woman an independence that we all need in
life," sh e said, explaining that
higher education is of particular
importance to Hispanic women,
noting that she can only speak specifically about Puerto Rican women, because, "I am one myself."
"Culturally, .. she explained,
"Hispanic women are dependent
on males." According to Gonzalez.
this dependence is most prevalent
among women who, for example,
"stay at home in Puerto Rico."
"However," she said, "this
changes when they come to the
United States and feel the need to
become independent."
To prove a point, Gonzalez cited
a report published by the Puerto
Rican Legal Defense Education
Fund in 1981. The report argues
that Puerto Ricans have by far the
highest rate of households headed
by women, approximately 41 0/0.

'Professor Isabel CIntron Gonzalez

The report maintains that Puerto it is only one boundary Hispanic
Rican females who head house- women must face. "Education is
holds suffer from startling econom- the key," she reiterated.
ic inequalities. producing a median
It is this sensitivity and awarefamily income of $4,000 less when ness of the plight of Hispanics and
compared to other groups.
other minorities, which broadens
Said Gonzalez, "it seems to me
her perspective in the classroom.
that any type of training program
"I respect my students," said
providing any sort of educational Gonzalez, explaining that the racial
advancement, would be most help- and ethnic background of her stuful," noting that such programs dents is only one factor in the educould help many women "obtain cational process which they share.
employment skills. " Gonzalez feels "I treat each student like an indibecause historically Puerto Rican vidual. It is important for me to
women have obtained •'low skilled communicate with them. I don't
jobs••. access to higher educational like to treat them like a cluster of
opportunities is fundamental, as it people...
is for all Hispanics. "I understand
Her commitment to her students
with the new government policies continues out of the classroom,
and restraints, such programs have where she enjoys "meeting and
decreased." she said. "but the talking with them.•• Many students
chronic poverty among Puerto ,. send me postcards and letters
Rican women shows the aim should , after they graduate." she said
be to increase their participation in proudly. "It makes me feel good.
the labor force in order to advance To know they are performing and
their standard of living .•.
succeeding is a joy to me." Said
Though a cultural dependence Gonzalez. "that's what it's all
on males does exist, Gonzalez feels about. "
-

Clubs
By Lamey Okusanya
The African Association has arrived! The last meeting marked the
election of the following members
as interim officers: Mbode Mwens o ng o le , President; Amoo
Abiderni, Vice President; Andrews
Gyamfi, Secretar.y; Lanrey
Okusanya,Publicity Secretary; and
Pauline Ilredow, Treasurer.
General meetings are held in
room 3 10 of the 23rd Street
building during weekly club hours
on Thursday, 0:00 to 2:15).
If you feel yon are one us, don't
be left out. The door is wide open!

By Susan Coffy
The Advertising Society placed
first in the 1981 National competition and has a good chance of doing it again.
The club is gearing up for this
year's competition which will take
place on April 30 at Pace University
in Plesantville, New York.
This year's campaign is for Maxwell House coffee. Last semester
the club sponsored coffee taste
tests. The results have been
tabulated, and, under the direction
of Dee Savoy, Account Executive,
plans are now under way.
If you are a writer or musician get involved! Help compose the
jingles and write the copy for the
campaign. Stop at the club office in
the 26th Street building, room 826.
During club hours the Society
presents guest speakers within the
field. Members recently visited Ted
Bates International, one of the
country's largest advertising agencies.

Hispanic Week
This year's celebration of
Hispanic Week (April 4-8), according to its planners, is more important than ever.
"The purpose of' this cultural
happening is twofold," said Professor Robert A. Martinez, Assistant Professor of Black and
Hispanic Studies. Its first goal is to
bring hispanics and non-hispanics
together in an open festive forum
of mutual understanding and appreciation of what being hispanic is
all about. "Events like this are the
'extras' that enrich our educational
experience and enable us to deal
with the small-mindedness and
bigotry still so prevalent' in the
mainstream of the American
cultural pattern," he said.
"The other purpose is to educate
hispanic students themselves as to

what hispanic is and why as
hispanics, mainland Americans
perceive us differently, not only
culturally, but in many cases racially," professor Martinez said. For
those generations of hispanics born
and raised here, "a lot has gone by
the wayside." Language, family
patterns, foods and customs have
all suffered. "But the loss of
cultural pride and awareness is
worse," he said.
"It is for this reason that all the
hispanic societies want this year to
be a celebration and a reaffirmation of ourselves as well, .. professor Martinez said.
Activities planned for the week
include photo and art exhibits,
theater and dance groups, food
festivals, entertainment, guest lecturers and poetry readings.
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Music'-and Business:
A Successful Merger
By Barbara Berkus

Renee Perry graduated from
Baruch College three years ago with
a major in Music Management of
Musical Enterprises. She is currently the Assistant to the Director of
Development at Carnegie Hall and
has been there for three years. For
this petite young woman, a love of
music has developed into a career.
Development is the fund-raising
arm of Carnegie. Renee's position
calls for extensive work with the
computer operation in the
organization. The computer is used
to handle their direct, mail and the
solicitation of letters and
acknowledgements. Originally,
when Perry joined Carnegie, the
~---------------'---------------""""1
d irect mail was processed by hand.
Of course, the computer has made
life much easier in her department.
According to Renee, "the computer allows us to create lists by any
parameters that we want.'"
,
Music was an essential part of
Oak Lounge 5 - 9 PM
MONDAY, APRIL- 4
Renee's experience at Baruch. She
Singer: Juan A. Colon
Opening Ceremonies
played flute and performed in the
Dance Group: Rotumb Con Pie
Faculty Lounge 1 . 3 PM
band and orchestra. Music educaPlay
by El Nuevo Surco
Wine and cheese will be served
tion has helped her to understand
Dance group: Raices Latina
TUESDAY, APRIL 5
the inside functioning of Carnegie,
Careers D a.y
THURSDAY, APRIL 7
whereas business courses in the proPlay Group will perform poems
Oak Lounge 2 - 5 PM
gram, of course, were helpful in
Auditorium 12:35 - 2:40 PM '
Wine and cheese will be served
understanding the business aspect
FRIDAY, APRIL 8
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6
of music.
Dance Finale
Food Festival
"Renee brings an education in
Latin Band Club
Marble Lounge 1 - 4 PM
music and business acquired at
Los Reyes Del Caribe
Hispanic dishes will be served
Baruch College to her position at
D.J. Addison
Entertainment
Carnegie Hall, together with her
own intellectual curiosity and
strong commitment to' the field, '
Celebration Is Co-spoDsored
She was an excellent student in the
by The IDspanic Club and P.R.I.D.E.
Management of Musical Enterprisesprogranlt" . said - Dr.. Ora

Hispanic Week Events

/
/

,,-,~,----,-----:-------:----:-,.-.,.-------------------------

Salomon, Chairperson of the Music
Department.
Currently pursuing her M~B.A.
at Baruch in order to learn more
about computer systems and
business organizations, Perry
strongly advised students interested
in working in the arts to study both
liberal arts and business.
Because women have traditionally worked in the arts" Renee has
found that women in arts management is not particularly an issue.
"The Management of Musical
Enterprises is a very valuable program. I would emphasize taking
some computer courses because
they (computers) are quickly
becoming an important facet of
arts administration. " ,said Perry.
"The work I do is exciting. I've
learned an awful lot, and there are
always interesting things to do," .
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Lackey: 'Killing One To Save One'
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technical malfunction could start a war.

By Aprajita Sikri

· --------------

tion in the eventuality of a war
started by another nation."
.. "Nuclear war is a terrible
Skeptical about the very notion
,disaster. Although people make of deterrence, Lackey pointed out
that the big issue, everybody knows that an accidental push of a button
this, and also that we have to stop or technical malfunction could start
nuclear war from happening. Thus a war. The very presence of
" there is a general consensus that weapons could, in this way, cause
~ something must be done, but no war.
In his essay, Missiles andMorals:
, consensus about what to do."
Dr. Douglas P. Lackey, Pro- A Utilitarian Look at Nuclear
published in
, fessor of Philosophy at Baruch for Deterrence,
>ten years, with a Ph.D. from Yale, Philosophy & Public Affairs (sum: has been studying the moral im- mer, 1982), Lackey examines the
: plications of the build-up of validity and wisdom of the
': nuclear weaponry as a deterrent to American policy of nuclear deterrence in the light of a utilitarian
· war.
.: Greying at the temples, ,lean in moral system. "By keeping our
• physique. soft 'and well-modulated weapons, we increase our threat on
: in voice, Lackey is a middle-aged the Russians for a diminishing pro: man whose ease, sophistication and bability of attack on ourselves," he
~ handsome looks defy the conven- explained. The principle then, is
~: tional notion of a philosopher. that of "killing one to save one."
· Relaxed in the coziness of his tiny Lackey explained that although
office cum study at 360 Park most people condone self-defense,
Avenue, the rhythm of his it is not legitimate in the case of
melodious voice was in consonance nuclear counter-attack. because an
attack by Russian leaders would be
with the rocking of his chair.
"While one schoool of thought answered with the lives of innocent
advocates the U.S. giving up its Russian people, who have no say in
weapons even if other countries the affairs of the state.
Secondly, it is questionable
keep theirs, the other school favors
the posture of the U.S. keeping its whether killing in order to survive is
nuclear arms as a threat of retalia- justifiable. The survival instinct
•
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a moral duty

does not confer the moral right to
do anything we choose. Even if the
motive is revenge, the not-guilty
would be killed along with, or instead of, the guilty.
The special duty of the American
government to protect its people
should not include the killing of
Russians to save Americans.
"But we haven't killed any Russians yet," Lackey pointed out. "It
is all in terms of probability.

However," he continued, "formation of a pure intention is an act
and is therefore subject to moral
judgement. What intentionsare for
people, policies are for governmcnts."
Lackey stated that nuclear
weapons formed only nine percent
of the total U.S. defense budget,
but that intangible costs are formidable. While half of our research
expenditure goes into defense,
countries like Japan spend
negligibly on defense and concentrate all their research resources on
the improvement of consumer products. They therefore beat us in the
world and domestic markets. "The
only two things the U.S. seems
capable of exporting are Wheat and
weapons.'
Lackey strongly advocates
unilateral disarmament as a moral
requirement. His forthcoming
book, Moral Principles and
Strategic Weapons,· elaborates on
the essential steps involved. "I
don't consider disarmament as a
generous gesture towards the world
or the U.S.S.R.," he said in a
slightly severe tone. "I view it as a
moral duty and I don't praise people for doing their moral duty."
Hypothesizing with numbers, he
said, "Suppose that the chance of a
Russian attack today is six percent.
Some part of that chance is a
mistake or an accident and the rest
is deliberation. If we had no
weapons, suppose that chance was
ten percent. Then, all disarmament
costs us is a four percent increase in
the probability of deliberate attack.
But, if we had no nuclear
weapons, the chance of an
American attack on innocent Russians would be zero. A 50 percent
reduction in nuclear arms with the
cancellation of BI bombers, cruise
missiles, with the MX almost dead,
would do us very little harm."
Slightly amused, Lackey stated
that nationalism is today the
strongest force in the world. "But a
change in attitudes couldn't hurt.
What I think we should change is
the idea of changing the world. Unfortunately, we have been trying to
shape this world as if it were a ball
of clay that we could mold to some
ideal political picture in our mind.
What we have created in the process is usually suffering and
destruction. It is time we left the
world alone for a while."
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By Lisa Rhodes
Five years ago, numerous antinuclear organizations across the
United States formed a coalition in
response to the threat of nuclear
war, Mobilization for Survival is
now a grass roots network of more
than 140 affiliate organizations
located in some of the country's
largest cities, dedicated to the
preservation of human life.

The New York Mobilization for
Survival affiliate began its work in
1978. "We came together' to
organize around the first special
session on nuclear disarmament at
the United Nations," said Tom
Deluca, a mobilization staff
worker. "Our work hasn't
stopped."
Mobilization for Survival affiliates
work to achieve four primarygoals:
stop the nuclear arms race; ban
nuclear power; zero nuclear
~

weapons; and meeting human
needs.
New York's Mobilization for Survival is know for its participation in
the anti-nuclear peace rally of June
12 last year. "We began organizing the rally two years before," said
Laura Simich, also a staff worker~
who began as a volunteer. "It was
a very long process-it almost happened by itself."
According to Deluca and Simich,
the nation's public were ready for
such a demonstration. "There was
so much interest." Simich said. "As
a volunteer, I was very impressed
and inspired by the people who
wanted to give their time to such a
cause." Said Deluca, "There was
just a lot of opposition to the
nuclear issue. The political climate
changed in as little as a year."
The anti-nuclear rally attracted
hundreds of thousands of
Americans from across the country.
Prominent recording stars and
politicans spoke out against
, nuclear proliferation and marched
to prove their point. "We hardly
had to publicize the event,' Laura
said. "The number of people who
came far exceeded our expectations." Said Deluca, "There must
have been anywhere from 750,000
to one million people at the rally."
Two days later, on June 14, 1,500
anti-nuclear protestors were arrested in front of the nuclear missions of the United Nations.
That was a year ago. What is the
Mobilization doing today? "We
organize public demonstrations
and participate in methods of civil
disobedience," Simich explained.
"We are also actively involved in
the fight for non-intervention in
third world countries." According
to Simich, the arms rac~ issue and
political intervention in the third
world are related. "We often work
in coalitions with various solidarity groups." One such group is
CISPES, Committee in Solidarity
with the people of EI Salvador.
The group is solely a volunteer
organization. "There is membership," Deluca said, noting that he
~lit: and Simich are the organization's
z:J only staff workers. "We always
~ need more, volunteers, and
ffi welcome anyone who is interested
~ in participating."
~
Those interested in becoming

volunteer members, write The New
York Mobilization/or Survival, 135

The arms of death at last year's June 11 rally.

West 4th Street, or call 673-1808.

Santos: 'Omnipresent Source ofDanger,
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energy to boil water and produce
steam to power a turbine generator
(see diagram). It is this process, according to Santos, that results in
the most damaging forms of pollution.
"The cooling water is dumped
into lakes and streams, and kills
fish and other freshwater inhabitants," Santos said.
The other form of pollution occurs when "primary water" containing radioactive isotopes (a
radioactive atom), a byproduct of
Uranium 235, accidentally escapes
lit: into the environment.
1IJ
~
" Another problem arises with
G the disposal of the byproducts,"
..; Santos said. Some of the current
o methods being utilized includeplacing wastes in salt mines, burying
looklnR at problems holistically
them in the ocean floor, and enclosfeels, nuclear plants provide the ing them in ceramic and burying
most omnipresent source of them in the ground. However,
some isotopes have a half-life of
danger.
Conventional nuclear plants, millions of years (half-life is the
such as Indian Point, rely to a great time required for one half of the
extent on Uranium 235 to provide number of radioactive atoms ini-

tially present to change into more
stable configurations).
"One really has to question the
investment in nuclear plants when
all the facts are considered," Santos said. "Even if man is successful
in deterring nuclear war, there is
still the problem of fall-out from
testing and peace time use of radia-

tion for energy, x-rays, research,
and so forth." Besides, Uranium
235 is rare and supplies are projected to last only another two to
three decades.
In the short run, gas, coal, and
oil should be utilized to provide
safer forms of energy, Santos said.
But supplies, of these resources are
also diminishing.
"Solar power should be viewed
as a longterm energy source,
because its potential supply will last
as long as the sun does," Santos
said. The exploitation of this
resource on a commercial basis will
be possible as soon as the
technology to do so becomes more
efficient.

NUCLEAR DISASTER: Drama and Philosophy
By Steven Appenzeller

.•

Monday, March 28 at RPM
'on WNET, Channel 13

Sixty Minutes to Meltdown, an episode
~\
:~
.;:~

of PBS's Nova, is a docudrama that explores the accident at Three Mile Island.
' The show is the first minute-by-minute re'port on the March 1979 accident to be
broadcast on television, and succeeds in

presenting technical information clearly
without talking down to the viewer.
In the opening minutes, nuclear power
industry promotional films extoll the virtues of atomic power plants. lntercut with
,the films are black-and-white stills of the
Three Mile Island plant and the evacuation
of the area residents.
The rest of the show is a dramatization
of a fictional hearing based on the actual
presidential and congressional reports.
Actors represent me plant's two lead operators on duty at the time of the accident.
-the plant manager, a representative of the
'plant's manufacturer, and a Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) official. There
is also a commentator who questions the
" .parties involved and talks to the audience,
.clarifying technical terms or ambiguities
in testimony.
According to Brian Kaufman, the
snow's producer, "Despite the extensive
publicity and voluminous reports of the incident, few people have a real understanding of what actually happened. Without
.appreciating the truly amazing sequence
.of malfunctions and mistakes, we cannot
.rationally judge what must be done to prevent more serious accidents of this type,
and whether or not nuclear power is or can
r

.

j.

ever be made adequately safe."
The accident begins when coolant from
the primary radioactive, system starts to
leak through an open valve. The operators
try to shut the valve and the instruments
indicate they've succeeded. If the indicators were correct, there would be no problem. However, we later learn that the
plant management has tried to save time
and monev by installing a valve indication
system that has often malfunctioned. What
has happened is a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA). The operators do not become
aware of the loss of coolant until many
hours after the beginning of the incident.
A water injection system designed to
control a LOCA is shut off because it often
malfunctioned in the past. Thousands of
gallons of radioactive water are spilling
onto the plant floor while the operators are
trying to determine the extent of the accident. After more time elapses, the nuclear
core becomes uncovered and it starts to
disintegrate, releasing huge amounts of
radiation into the containment structure,
Alarms malfunction, so no warning of
radioactivity is received until the level of
radiation reaches 10,000 rem-enough to
kill a person in four minutes.
The operators were not totally to blame.
Plant managers were also unable to cope
with the emergency. One said to the utility
president, "We don't know where the hell
the plant is going." Plant and utility officials hesitated in telling government the
extent of the damage to the reactor. When
the damage became known residents fled
the' area.
The serious nature of the Three Mile
Island accident alerted the public to the

potentia; 'dangers of nuclear power. The
Three Mile Island plant hulks silently on
the banks ofteh Susquehanna River, still
filled with radioactivity four years after
the accident.

•••

The Fate of the Earth
paperback, $2.50
V'

The book is divided into three parts. The
first, A Republic Of Insects andGrass, is the
most effective. Here Schell shows us a
gradual spectrum of the known effects of
nuclear war. He starts with documentation
of Hiroshima, the only use of a nuclear
device in war. He next shows the destruction possible by the detonation of a onemegaton bomb in midtown Manhattan
(although small by modern standards. this
is 80 times more powerful than what we
dropped on Hiroshima). He describes the
effects on earth of bombs of increasing
magnitude, eventually discussing an all-out
nulcear holocaust.
Phrases such as "People in the street
would immediately catch fire... " and' a
now non-existant midtown" shock us into
relating this destruction to our everyday life
and environment. Perhaps he uses such
realistic examples because, as he points out,
many people consider nuclear war unthinkable, even though it ,is doable.
He segues quite naturally from the effects
of an all-out nuclear war to a demonstration that people could not survive in such a
post-war environment. This would mean
not only the extermination of a single peol ...

pie, but the extinction of the entire human
race. This section, The Second Death, is an
intense philosophical argument'. We cannot
comprehend universal extinction because,
he points out, we cannot possibly have an
analogous experience. Also, once we're extinct, there will be no one to reflect on our
extinction. Schell's discussion of this interesting idea, close to one third of the
book, however, is overlong.
In the third section, The Choice, Schell
discusses potential nuclear conflicts, such as
ours with Russia, and his proposed solution: knowledge. Simple disarmament is
110t enough, as we. will always have the
technology to build bombs. What is needed
is a rethinking of our politics (and our
whole conception of a nuclear war) that
would make the very thought of building
bombs abhorrant to us.
'
In discussing at length the general
misconceptions of nuclear confrontations,
Schell repeats his philosophical points over
and over, rather than expanding to more
practical solutions. He fails to address what
course of action the reader can take once he
or she has made Schell's choice.
This book is informative on the terms used and the destructive power of nuclear
weaponry. Unfortunately, after Schell
escalates to the holocaust, he then spends
the rest of the book describing its effect.
His example of a bomb dropped on a major
city is more easily imagined and therefore
more truly horrifying than the prospect of
the total annihlation of the species. The
first is on a smaller scale, easier to comprehend. He could have learned from his
own philosophy that '!Ie cannot comprehend our own extinction.
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All those who are serious about pictures,
hail' THE KING OF COMEDY!" .

There are two ways to .

Gene Shalit. THE TODA Y SHOW. NBC- TV

learn computer programming
in New
York
.
The intensive COPE way.

"EXHILARATING... Scorsese again
confirms his reputation as one of
the most authentic, most original
voices' of his film generation."
Vincent Canby. NEW. YORK rIMES

And all the rest.
"Robert De Niro and Jerry Lewis sparkle in
THE KING OF COMEDY." PEOPLE MAGAZINE

The differences that make all the
difference for the motivated student:
o
o

COMEDY
ARNON MllCHAN Pr_nt~
A MARTIN SCORSESE Pictur~

-.

ROBERT DE NIRO·"THE KING OF COMEDY"· JERRY LEWIS

IrONY RANDALLl DIAHNNE ABBon . SANDRA BERNHARD .... -...,~
Produ(1.on DesIg~r BORIS LEVEN MUSK P,odlK1ion by ROBBI E ROBERTSON
-, '.
hecut'~ProducerROBERT GREENHUT wrrn~nbyPAUL D. ZIMMERMAN
-.
Produ<~byARNONMILCHAN DirKl~byMARTJN SCORSESE
~~~.
fPGl PARBfTAL liUIIAII:E SUliGESTEj'OI Sound" -ek "lburn",~,I.bl~on ""'.'''''' B,os RecO<d\.OO T~pe"
, j
~"-_YIlOT_-'-MU_~

Cl'l1llJ TWENTIETH CENTURY·fOX

At the leading edge of computer training since the beginnings of the 'Computer
Revolution', COPE has been training professional computer programmers since 1977.
Our personalized programming course runs 15 weeks-600 hours, with each student receiving hands-on training on CRT terminals accessing an IBM state-of-the art
mainframe computer. 0 Classes are small, texts are constantly updated, and instructors are experienced professionals with both teaching and practical business
backgrounds. 0 You learn· COBOL, the most commonly used computer
language-as well as INTRa/BASIC/SAL & JCl. 0 You create a true programming
portfolio for job interviews. 0 You receive proven placement assistance-the kind
that has placed COPE graduates with blue-chip computer companies, banks, and
hospitals. 0 Various types of student financial aid, including loans and grants, are
available. 0 Classroom schedules to fit your schedule. 0

-=-::--- -- -

COPE
INSTITUTE

TIll

Financial District:
5 Beekman Street
New York, NY 10038

212-587-9259
Brooklyn:

The Computer Programming Training
Center to 8ItsIness And Industry

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

THe CDrDNl!1 A~r:59111 St.'lt 3rd.Ave.· El5·1663

Now at two easily

accessible locations:

4419 18th A\'ef1ue
Brooklyn, NY 11204

212-430-1700

Accredited by the Association of lndepelldem Colleges & Schools.
Licensed by ttw New York State Educational Department.
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Bahamas
Out there in the Atlantic Ocean on a sunshine beach
Probably because of the price: $259 including air
there's going to be an outbreak of revelry this vacation
fare and 7 nights hotel.
break. And after the sun goes down ... well, you know
So there it is, young America. We guarantee you the
the eff~ct that moonlight ha~ on ?
FREEPORT
best of dancing on the beach, water
celebration. We can only hope It won t
sports and a roaring party.
be a full moon.
.
Beyond that, you've invited to improBecause in 1983 we're opening The
vise. And since your talent for good timBahamas to a wave of Americans. We
NASSAU
ing is legendary, we've made preparahave re~son to beli~ve that wave may
tions for you. We're going to be ready.
reach tidal proportions.
With open arms.

College Weeks
Freeport $259*
Nassau $299*

$. 2 59*

$ 2 99*

Bahamas College Weeks Includes:
• Round-trip air transportation from your home city to the Bahamas.

• 7 nights accommodation in Freeport (The Islander Hotel located
downtown next to the EI Casino and opposite the International
Shopping Bazaar) or Nassau (Coral Beach Villas a resort located
adjacent to the beach. Rooms have fully equipped kitchens, living
rooms and dining area). Price: based on quad occupancy. For Free-

. port add $ 10 for triple occupancy. $ 40 for double
occupancy.
• Hotel room tax
• 2 day car rental per villa (Nassau only)
• Gratuities for bellmen. chambermaids and pool men
• Round-trip trans!ers from airport in Bahamas to your hotel

Special Activities:
• Welcome ma nagers cocktail party • limbo contest poolside • Plus in Nassau! • free wind surfing • scuba diving • sailing and
snorkeling lessons • free admission to discos • volleyball with prizes • farewell chicken and ribs bar-b-que • and much more!

r - - - - - - -212-355-4705/800-223-0694
- - - - - - - - - - - - -(reservations
- - - - - -only)
--,
•
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Bahamas College Weeks . APR 17-APR 24
II F~~I~G~Y
~
.. MAR 06-MAR 13
: . MAR 27-APR 03
APR 24-MAY 01
I INrER COlLEGIATE .. MAR 13-MAR 20 .. APR 03-APR 10
plus Sunday departures
I N C . , . MAR 20-MAR 27
. APR to-APR 17
all summer.
I HOLIDAYS
501 Madison Avenue
I New York N Y 10022 .
.
.
Check One
Special: Grosvenor Court Hotel (WIth kitchenettes) on Paradise Island only $30 additional.
I .. Freeport
Check One
I : . Nassau
,Sounds good. I've check the week I want to party and enclose $50 deposit .. Send more info
I ·Plus) 5 tax and services. (Price based on departures from N. Y Add $40 from Washington. Hartford. Philadelphia and Boston)
I Name
Departure City:
_
I Address
c .

~
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1 CityL

. . . . . '. -..• --

I

.

•
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•

.

State...'

'. -,Zip

Phone

.
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I
I
I
I
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(212) 355·4705
Includes:
• Round trip airiare"
7 nights accommodation
• Parties
·Sports
• Activities
More!
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I C MAR 13·MAR 20 : = APR 03·APR 10 I
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I W~k
I
I u Send more information I
I ~ Add $40 from D.C., Hartford,
I
Philadelphia: Boston
I • Plus 15% tax and service
I·
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I
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I
I
I
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I
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Zip
I
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Rock and Bach
.

Neil: Forever Young
By David Lubin
Thursday night, February 24th, Neil
Young walked out onto the stage of
Madison Square Garden devoid of a backup band. Some people might think that seeing a guy play by himself can be boring, but
Young proved them wrong. It was truly an
amazing show.
'-''\
The stage was set up to resemble a living
room. On the left was an electronic
keyboard and a set of electronic drums. In
the middle of the stage was a chair surrounded by three guitars and a banjo.
Under the brightly lit chandelier on the
right was a piano, and dead center on the
stage was a really big television set. Before
the show someone named Dan Cleer came
on the screen just talking nonsense; There
were also picture flashes of Rin-Tin-Tin,
Dragnet, and Star Trek. Dan Cleer (who
definitely announced his name one too
many times) also spoke with several
technical engineers. The whole video thing
was a big waste.
Neil carne on about eight o'clock and
started the evening with Comes A Time,
where he brings up that intriguing thought:
"this whole world keeps spinning around,
it's a wonder tall trees ain't laying down"
(I'm sure you've wondered about that one
too). This was followed by Nowhere, Down
by" the River, and Only Castles Burning.
Then he sat down on the piano and played
A Man Needs A Woman. Young thanked
everybody for coming about two times, and
this is surely understandable.
Then Neil played a country-rocker, More

Cowboys in this Land, typically blue-grass.
followed bv one of the most beautifully
written songs, Old Man. He said that he's
been all around the world, but believes
that the U. S. is the most beautiful land in
the world, which may be a strange thing
for a Canadian to say. This led into California. played on the banjo.
After a brief intermission, Neil performed several tunes from the Rust Never
Sleeps a}bum including Ohio. a song written as an angry response to the massacre at
Kent State University in _May of 1970,
where four students were killed by National
Guardsmen. After this he did one of the
synthesizer songs from his odd but compelling new album, Trans, which was accompanied by the space drums. Going back to
his acoustic guitar he played that great
tune, My My Hey Hey and the crowd sure
approved when he sang that "rock 'n '
roll'can never die. " The set ended with his
new updated electronic version of a Buffalo
Springfield tune, Mr. Soul.
It's amusing when one realizes that when
he played any of the songs backed by the
electronic drums, he never got it right the
first time, but how perfect and infallible it
was when it was just him, his guitar and the
harmonica.
Young performed two encores, Sugar
Mountain and a new song, Computer Age.
He has clearly shown that he is keeping up
with modern times, while still sticking to his
roots. Young is one artist who would never
become commercialized just to gain an audience. He has enough talent that he will
never have to, and this was clearly proven
Thursday night.
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Bach of the Bay
By Lisa Rhodes
During a leisurely evening ride on the
Staten Island ferry, one may sometimes
hear the lure of medieval melodies from the
ship's main deck. Follow the song, and one
will come upon three gallant knights performing before an audience of bewildered
and astonished travelers.
Who are these mysterious medieval
players who entice Staten Island ferry riders
with sounds from the cello, bassoon, and
oboe? They are just three of five core
members of a group of professional instrumentalists called Ensemble Sepia.
Formulated in 1981, Ensemble Sepia is a
"network" of musicians from diverse
cultural backgrounds, who have completed
. extensive musical training, and have come
together because of a dedication to Uspirit,
performance, and style."
The Ensemble's core musicians include
cellist Melvin Greenwich, oboist Arnold
Greenwich, and bassoonist Milton Jones,
the three gallant knights, violinist Duane
James, and harpsichordist Mayada Lopez.
Each member of the group has an impressive musical background.
The group started out of a "necessity to
make money,"
the fi ve declared
unanimously. "We also wanted to make
good music." What perhaps distinguishes
the Ensemble from any other is the fact that
all members are Third World descendants.
"The Ensemble Sepia," said Duane, "is a
mixture of people from all different
backgrounds," pointing out that although
the core members of the group are black
and hispanic, many other musicians are
Asian, Indian, etc. "Sepia is not a reference
to black," Milton said firmly. "It just happened to be a name that we picked."
It is this characteristic of the Ensemble
which surprises many of its audiences.
Noting that the "public seems to enjoy"
the Ensemble's repertoire. some have preconceived ideals. "Because we're black
musicians, people expect something loud or
jazzy," said Milton. The group is quick to
point out that they perform a variety of
musical styles, ranging from Baroque
(Bach, Telemann, Handel), to jazz, and
contemporary. "We're not limited in the
type of music we play," said Melvin.
The Ensemble's purpose was created out
of "a devotion to the arts." "We want to
make music a career," - said Arnold.
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Though their intensive musical hackground
proves their love of art for art's sake: the
members are also acutely aware of the
financial woes which exist, particularly for
musicians. "Ultimately, we want to be able
to perform and make a living too," said
Duane, noting that the Ensemble is generally paid by sponsors. "We don't yet have
funding from viable organizations," Milton
added. "We are looking for a sponsor."
Economic practicality is one reason why
Melvin, Milton, and Arnold sometime perform informally for the public. Numerous
amateur and semi-professional musicians,
dancers, comedians, and singers showcase
their talen ts on the Staten Island ferry, hoping to gain recognition and some change
during the twenty minute ride. For them the
ferry performances are a "freelance job,"
which provides exposure and "appreciation
from people-who aren't used to our style of
music," Melvin said.
Mayada, the group's only female
member, says she doesn't mind there not
being another woman in the Ensemble's
core. "!tdoesn't make any difference," she
said simply. UI play music with anyone."
Noting that Mayada gets "no special treatment," the male members of the group
were quick to point out that she is "just
another one of us."
This feeling of camaraderie is also the
reason there is no lead member of the
Ensemble. "The group works itself," said
Arnold. "That way the energy is spread
around," Duane said, adding that the
group's diverse member composition 1s an
asset. "We all give a little of our own experience. "
The Ensemble Sepia has performed
throughout New York and remembers performances at the Trinity Concert series and
the Harlem School of the Arts as their
favorites. Ironically, the Ensemble is most
grateful to Baruch's Professor Juanita
Howard of the Sociology Department who
"has been very instrumental and has given
us a lot of moral support. "Said Melvin,
"Professor Howard arranged a concert for
us at S1. Joseph's Church, as a part of their
concert series. It was very successful." The
Ensemble is most excited about their work
with Professor Howard, which includes an
interview with Melvin and Duane, who
were once members of the Chamber String
Quartet, as a part of her "Apple Arts"
series which began March 15. Said the
Ensemble, "she's been fantastic."
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Limping On Broadway
By Russ Hodge
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Future Schlock
By Paul Golden

When Rainer Werner Fassbinder died
suddenly last May, a wave of shock swept
over both film buffs and critics, who
mourned his passing as one of the great
cinematic losses of the eighties, and perha ps the twentieth century. Still at his
artistic zenith, the thirty-six year old Fassbinder was arguably the frontrunner of the
newly revitalized West German film industry, and was certainly its most prolific director, turning out more than 40 feature
length films in his all too short career, that
spanned from 1969 to 1982. In fact, Fassbinder was so prodigious that the world
saw three new films (Lola, Veronika Voss,
and the domestically unreleased QuerreUe)
in his wake.
Although Mr. Fassbinder chose to remain behind the camera, his portlv physique did make its way onto celluloid in a
num be! ot his early films. ami while his
talent shined brighter in directorial functions. he usually carried himself convincingly through the occasional cameo roles
that he portrayed throughout his astonish109 canon.
The release of Wolf Gremm ' s Kamikaze
'89, starring Fassbinder, comes as almost
a hand from the grave to shake us i to
remembering that he was indeed a livii g.
breathing individual. Fashioned after I -r
Wahloos futuristic detective novel Murder on the Thirty-first Floor. Kamikaze
'89 concerns itself with Police-Lieutenant
Jansen (Fassbinder) an autonomic ace
sleuth in a suffocatingly Orwellian society
where the inhabitants drink themselves
into an illicit catatonia because their lives
(and life. in general) are so unrelentingly
boring.
In what appears to be the last remaining
leopard spotted suit on Earth, Jansen
prow Is his way through urban plains and

bushland stalking a terrorist who threatens
to destroy the headquarters of a ubiquitous, if not downright sinister, media conglomerate. Abetted by his loyal and unflinching sergeant sidekick, Anton (Gunter
Kaufman), the hunters are thwarted at
every tum, yet for reasons more societal
than intentional.
This Brave New World is a place where
it's eternally sunny, free of smog, pollution, and poverty, The one television station broadcasts the Guinness World Book
of Records non-stop laughing competition
to a ninety-nine percent market share.
Comic books and heroes are high art and
culture respectively, and no one dares admit that his lot is an unhappy one. Then
there's Jansen, who stoically transcends
this enforced gaity, quietly mocking those
whom he must interrogate, ruefully imploring his subjects to refrain from making
unnecessary comments, a latter day Joe
Friday requesting ,. Just the facts,
Ma'am.. ,
At no point in Kamikaze '89 do we ever
believe that Jansen is not..a detective. In
every respect his presence is compellingly thoughtful and expertly executed. Fassbinder carries his feline aloofness like a
martvrs cross. a burden that at once restrains him and then eggs him on while
questing after the culprit. Kamikaze '89
is a movie of mild proportions and few
pretensions that easily vies for one of the
more intelligently entertaining thrillers of
recent years, and while the rest of the cast
is generally excellent. it is Fassbinder' s
combination of somber drollery and resigned ennui that make this picture worth
seeing. His talent was undeniable behind
the camera and (in reappraisal) in front of
it. too.

Recession, depression, unemployment,
stagflation. All of these terms are by now
familiar to the vast majority of Americans.
But there is nowhere that the consequences
of these economic ills are being felt more
than the' Great White Way of Broadway.
The financial decline of Broadway can have
a disastrous effect on the New York City
economy.
Broadway is the number one tourist attraction in New York, beating out such
noteworthy competitors' as the Empire State
Building, the World Trade Center and the
Statile of Liberty. A recent Study conducted
by the Port Authority and the Cultural
Assistance Center revealed that Broadway,
Off-Broadway and Broadway road companies pump 650 million dollars into the
region's economy. As they say in the Accounting profession, "That ain't peanuts."
Why is something as vital to New York's
survival, artistically, spiritually and
economically, floundering so badly? (The
reasons are many; but let's first examine
some results.)
Over half of the Broadway theaters are
dark. Most of these will stay that way for
the next year, and could conceivably be
joined by others. Many shows are hanging
on by a thread, barely making their weekly
nut (operating expenses.) Unemployment in
the acting profession, .usually rampant, is
now even higher. New shows, usually racing
to make the Tony Award nomination
deadline are limping in, if making it at all.
The number of producers and investors
(particularly the small investor, or Angel)
are dwindling.
.
The negative effects appear to snowballing. It doesn't take a financial genius to
know that a Broadway that helps contribute $650 million to New York's economy while staggering could cough up
another 200 to ·300 million dollars if thriving. It is imperative then, to identify and
remedy the causes of Broadways debilitation.
As in ariy other area of business, there is
often a direct cause/effect relationship between economic factors on Broadway.
Another reason for declining attendance
is the death of American written plays. Of
the three critically acclaimed dramas that
have opened this season, only one, Arthur

Miller's A View From tile Bridge was written by an American. The other two, Good
and Plenty are both British imports.
Asked why ,he never sees a show, one stu-\
dent replied, "Because the prices are too
damn high." He is not alone. But why are
the prices so high? Because fixed costs, such
as union employees and theater rental are
high, and will undoubtedly stay that way.
Last year, the show The Best Little
Whorebouse in Texas had to close because
it could no longer afford to pay musicians
not to play, as their agreement with the
union stipulated. Even straight dramatic
plays are forced to have three musicians
present at all performances if any music,
even taped, is played. Rentals sometimes
run as high as 20010 of the weekly gross.
Other costs, such as costumes and scenery,
have escalated so much that it is almost
financially prohibitive to produce a show.
A one-woman show starring singer Barbara
Cook is budgeted at $750,000. The smash
hit Cats went over the seven million mark.
Chances for eventual recoupment look
good for Cats, which could conceivably run
for years, but for the critically maligned
Merlin, which cost in the same
neighborhood, it will take magic to pay
back its investors.
These high ticket prices not only
discourage a major segment of society from
patronizing Broadway, but also encourage
a theater for the rich, or a theater of the expense account. Broadway realizes this and
tries to cater to the tired executive with
big, expensive, splashy musicals or well
known revivals that are not usually artistically stimulating. This in turn alienates
those who go to the theater not only to be
entertained, but to think.
What then, is the future of the Broadway
theater? Says Jim Ezzes,; invest OJ: relations.
manager for McCann-Nugent Productions,
"Right now, only the strong, efficient,
cost-conscious producers will survive. Right
now, the checkbook producers are falling
by the wayside. But Broadway will survive.
This is more of a cyclical thing than
anything else. Broadway is always in a cycle, either good or bad. And this is a bad cycle. "
Experience tends to prove this theory.
Broadway, beside being known as> the Great
White Way, is also known, to a lesser extent, as The Fabulous Invalid.

Now playing at the Waverly 2 Theater. JTd
Street and Sixth A venue.

Macho in Munich
By Annette Carboni

..
,

and becomes Mark. a touseled haired.
more aggressive version of himself.
Harry, acting as Mark. gos to a red-light
Wi lliarn Richert's Success is a romantic
district bar where he picks up Corinne
comedy filled with energy and magnetism.
(Bianca Jagger), a beautiful prostitute, and
Harry Flowers (Jeff Bridges)' has
confesses that he wants to learn about love
everything a man could want, superficially.
making. He returns to her for frequent
He has a secure job at the American Success
lessons and slowly develops his staying
Company, headed by his father-in-law (Ned
power until he's ready to go back to his
Beatty), a beautiful wife and a luxurious
wife.
home, but he still finds himsel f
Bauer and Bridges. whom director
discontented. His position at AMSUCCO
Richert also used in Winter Kills, are
in Munich is token. His wife (Belinda
delightful to the eye on screen and behind
Bauer) spent her days admiring herself and
the humor one -can develop immense affecpracticing ballet, hardly knowing Harry is
tion for these characters. Bianca Jagger, in
alive. Harry hates his job, loves his wife
her screen debut, added flair and perand fears his father-in-law. in that order.
formed splendidly despite having had a
Harry feels it·s time for a change. One day
minor part. Richert, along with screenafter work. his wife takes him to a party
writer Larry Cohen, creates just the right
where he becomes fascinated with Gunter
aggressive, romantic tone. There is also
(David Brooks), a real macho man who
superb supporting work by Steven Keats,
seems to be sought after and desired by
Ned Be a tt y , John Glover and Michael
women. Harrv follows Gunter and tries to
Durrell.
Success is truly refreshing. It opens
learn what hecan. The next day, instead of
goingtowork,Harrystopsoffatacostume
March 18 at the Lincoln Plaza
.' shop to pick up a new identity,. rents .an
@r.o~~wa,y-()~ Street), Don 'tbe.surprisedif
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. Painting. Tainting & Fainting

Working Class"Heroes
By Peter Konfederak

The year is 1957, the place is the "slab
room." A dingy room, with paint jars in a
lone cupboard and stray reminscenses of
paint, old and dried, strewn all over the
floor, a foggy skyroof and three work
benches or slabs where three Scottish laddies perform the tedious task of grounding,
dishing and mixi~g powdered color with the
aid of a palette knife, but mostly dreaming
of a life represented by a grey nylon overall
and a desk (white-collar) instead of the
brown paint covered dustcoat and 'slab
(blue-collar).
John Byrne, the Scottish playwright,
made this comical farce as an
autobiography of his days at the slab room.
Slab Boys is the first part of his trilogy
Paisley Patterns with Cuttin a Rug and Still
. Ufe as the subsequent, unreleased plays.
Phil, our lead character played by Kevin
Bacon (Diner), was a working class stiff
trying to uplift himself from the gutter to
attend art school, but always taunted by his
suicidal mother who, as Phil puts it,
"Jumped off a car into a store front window so perfectly, that she came out
unscathed. "
Phil's pal, Spanky, who played the
Laurel to Phil's Hardy, wanted desperately
to have a desk. After a heated argument
with the boss, because Phil was late with a
~'touch of the diarrhea. . . ," Spanky says
to Phil, "You think that was a good time to
ask him for a desk?" Spanky is the senior
slab boy with three year's experience but is
undermined each time he strives for accomplishment.
Social stratum overtones are the mainline
of the Slab Boys, especially when preppy
college student Alan enters the slab
scenario; attired· in -a-whiteoverall, playing
anti-hero to our poor urban chums. Alan
has connections, Alan's father is a noted architect, Alan-is offered- an immediate desk,
. Alan has a suit 'and tie and Alan does not
know who starred in East of Eden or Rebel
Without a Cause. It's the familiar well-todo kid stepping into working class atmosphere and dominating it. Working class
heroes feel animosity and jealousy which
the expose with whimsical quips: "You
stand there and model that blazer," says
Phil to Alan, or the classic outburst,
"There's a real world out there some of us
have to live in it," exhorts Phil.

The play is strong when it emphasizes the
tragi-comical but when it gets overly involved with the social nuances of class struggles
it tends to falter and results in nothing more
than shouting matches.
On a high note comes Hector, an inhibited whiner who has just given up the
security of thumb-sucking and bed-wetting
to be part of this trio. He looks like Sateh
from the· Bowery Boys with an absentminded scientist's hairdo. In one scene the
boys take Hector's Clothes to be prepared
for the big company bash (staffee) and give
Hector a mop-chop (haircut) removing a
part of his ear: in the process. In the aftermath, we see a semi-clad, bow-legged Hector clinging to a drain pipe with blood
stained knees and a bandage on his head
screaming for help. Ironically, the incompetent Hector is given the desk job sought
after by Spanky for three years.
Our sole heroine is Lucille, supposedly
every Slab Boy's dream, a prissy miss who
gets tangled in the class war when she agrees
to go to the company party with Alan in his
father's M.G. sports car instead of with
unemployed Phil (He got canned earlier).
Although this play's plot is simple and
straightforward its characters are fully enjoyable and well portrayed, except for the
waning Scottish accents, making it
believable and expository. It is an essay on
the urban plight as seen through the eyes of
the "James Dean" youth. These youthful
dreams abruptly turn to failures and the
real world, not the slab world, becomes
overtly real. They are prisoners chained by
the society they live in, apprenticing for .
naught.
However, as moving as Slab Boys was,
there is a criticism to be made not only in
reference to this play but other Broadway
plays in a similar mode, The play had seven
actors, _.. one scene;' / no' . orchestra, . 'ri'()' .
costumes-but a $20-$30 admission price.
Obviously, the play will transcend any age
barrier, but itstargeted appeal is the-soul
of people (students perhaps) who cannot
and will not dole out so much for so little.
Sure it costs to rent a theater, hire actors
and run a production, but 42nd Street or A
Cboms Line, with hundreds of actors, an
orchestra and elaborate costumes, Slab
Boys is not. So why charge such an exorbitant price?
Slab Boys is at The Playhouse Theater, 359
W. 48 St. 489-9237.

at

A.. Star Is Burned
By Steve Greenberg

Starbum, a new musical by Rosalyn
Drexler at The Theater for the New City,
162 Second Ave, features a heroine who "is
going to do for the music world what
Valerie Solanas did for the art world."
Remember good old Val? She shot Andy
Warhol in the stomach.
On that rather demented note we begin
the musical journey, or trip, of Jenni
Love(Kristi Rose), who looks like an
overweight Bernadette Peters and leads a
punked-out band called The Great Mother
Goddess Cult.
The opening number,
Violent Tendencies, should prepare you for
what's in store: sex, drugs, rock 'n' roll.
It's loud, lewd and often little else.
The story follows the rise of Jenni Love
from wealthy but obscure Long Island
heiress to famous singer accused of murdering her arch-enemy, acid-tongued music
critic Matt Folm (who is also sleeping with
Jenni's granny). Jenni's drag-queen father,
played to the absolute hilt with unbridled
delirum by Joe Pichette, creates one of the
most adorable suicide monologues ever
when he calls the "correct grammar hotline" before doing him(her) self in so that
He(she} knows the proper way to announce
his(her) deadly intention. Hovering over
this madhouse is a leather-clad spaceman
(John D. Brockmeyer) who is as loveable
as any little extra-terrestrial from below
Fourteenth Street. After being picked up

by Dad in a gay bar. he sleeps with Jenni,
leading into one of the show's funnier
moments as lenni sings I Got Fucked By
A Man From Mars.

..

Musically, there is some real talent here
behind the pseudo-punk pablum that Drexler force-feeds the singers. The insipid lyrics
do, however, occasionally hit their targetCocaine, Chow Mein, No Brain, No Pain
may best lampoon some of punk music's recent "real life" records. It's so annoying,
that like a bad advertising jingle, you're
humming it later. Blonde bombshell Alison
Gordy as Martine Miami, possesses a good
enough voice to really seem wasted on a
trashy mock-lesbian love song with the
lyrics, "Woman, I wanna ball you so bad. "
Kristi Rose delivers an excellent, wailing
eulogy of sordid sorts to dearly departed
dad with Daddy Fool's A Loser.
Tony Zanetta as rock promoter Jack
Riff, with a maniacal laugh and a suitcase
full of snow, .captures the essence of the
fast-talking, fast-snorting swinger. Teamed
with Lola Pashalinski, as the Cult's coke
freak manager, this is a match made in
heaven and going to hell on a handcart.
Gloria Harper as grandma, is a delightful ~
cross between burned-out sensuality and
spaced-out senility.
This is a less than memorable production, but for a wild, noisy night out. when
you're feeling perverted and you've got a
case of teflon-brain (you don't want
anything to stick to it), you could do worse
than Starburn.

celluloid graffiti
BJ steve kaldon, chris lebJoas,
lisa simon

"the poet is a dumb asshole who doesn't
even know how to write a line."
-charles bukowski

~

;~~.

Seaa peu·(L)...... ·Xnbr...... (r.)'OIi tile . . .

it was a graffiti of poetry on. film. the
woman screaming out in empty space, the
long haired man speaking of poisonous
breasts, a. ginsberg and his pranksters, the
codeine drinker's trembling voice saying
how he hated the ~hiteness of sun and
sand, t. berrigan reciting '''miles and miles
away" in-front of mirrors. it moved in
waves, sound waves and no waves, silent
waves and new waves, a wave going
"ahhhhhhyah! primal screams from four
horsemen. "we got here yesterday, we're
here now, andi can't wait to leave tomorrow." hollers robert creely, spewing ego
laden cynicisms which echo and repeat. i sit
laughing at this old bohemian who gos on
about her meetings with rats and roaches
and hypos full of seag. a spiritual gem, she
smiles and reveals her madness. it was a
graffiti of poetry on film, spray paints of
jazz responding to jayne cortez's words.
ginsburg goes electric, spits on the government, spits on society. the ex-addict, now
an old man, slowly drawling. his words
about the two dead sons of bitches. the
young addict squirms. everyone is 1oo~g_

at him. he squirms some more, and reads.
zoom in and out, the lights show glimpses
of talent as the poets find the answers to
their fantasies. the filmmaker, the artist,
- the trend setters, the small world which
creates a bubble of perception for these
people. more-lights, more action, the audience looks on in awe as the second audience admires the crowd, secretly wishing
. they could bepart of it all, the filmmaker,
the poet, the art.
Hi don't have anymore J,() say. goodnight.
goodbye. good reading. "
-charles bukowsk!
Poetry Tn Motion at Film Forum I, 57
Watts Street NYC. Closed 3/8 but surely
Will return; , . '
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On Mondays And Thursdays, Will Be Shown At 5:30 pm In the
OAK LOUNGE Of The Stud~nt Center. All Films On Fridays Will
Bel n Rm. 11 4 0 f 24th St r ee t B1dq At 1: 00 ~ 1·" ()QP M
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We meet every Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. in Rm.302 (Student Center)
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Receive FREE this secret list of ?5 CAPITAL SOURCES
When you send for your directory of 65 BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Dear Friend:
Discover 65 newest and reansttc money making opportunities;
In thedlrectory you'll receive'
• Top ".tlngs_of names and .clclresses of business from Burbank, --California to the Windy City alt the way to the Big Apple.
.'
• Low overhead . _. businesses you cart stat for under $1,000
0

•

.
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• Home Businesses "
,
• S ...I...... with no specl~ skills, education or degree necessary - just

deal,..

- - ,',

'

• Full 0(' part-time buSinesses
'
• Sua........ that allow abMnIeeownership
• Annual Incomes up to $150.000.,.. possible

• And much, much more.

you'

This .fs a limited offer. ~ct quickly. If
send your for your directory ,now" we 'will
also send yo&J·50 CLOSEOUT AND MERCHANDISE SOURCES, 17 ot wnlch' are in
New York City. To order, simply mail the No-Risk coupon with a 'check, cash or
money order for only $4.95
• To: " 'ntematlonal Information service Co.
Dept. TI-3, 3013 Mldqtetown
New York, New York 10461
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$150 TmTION INCREASE·
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fOn top· of last .year's .$150fucreas'e}
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$1,400 ANNUAL INCREASE
.FOR OUT-OF-STATE STUDENTS
$25 COMfUTEREQUIPMENT FEE
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(Regardless of your major)
Eliminate 1,000 College Faculty and Staff which will
result in a 25% reduction in non-Tenured Faculty.
Should the State dismantle the City University for the
sake of short-term fiscal convenience?
"

FIGHT BACK
Come to CUNY Lobby Day at Albany on March 23
Departure 8:00 u.rn, buses will be provided
Sign up with Dorothy in the Student Center
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Cheerleaders Are No. I In CUNY;
Stomps City College In Finals
By Damian Begley

The Baruch Cheerleaders were
voted the best among all CUNY
colleges in a competition that took
place during the finals of. the
CUNY basketball championship
game.
"We knew our squad could take
the title so that's what we set out to
do", said the captain of the
cheerleaders, Claudia Johnson.
"Last year we finished second,
even though we thought our squad
was the best. This "year there is no
question. "
The, contest happened during
halftime, while the basketball
teams were in the locker rooms. All
the CUNY schools except York and

Medgar Evers competed. Judging
was 'based largely on execution,
teamwork, appearance, and the
ability to get the crowd interested.
This was 'a piece of cake' for Baruch as anyone who saw them during the season can attest to. The
Cheerleaders work in a precise,
flawless way. And you can't keep
your eyes off them either. The
points in these categories were not
difficult to achieve.
What separated Baruch from the
rest was the judging in the areas of
variety and originality. The eightmember team went all out to design
new cheers and then put in
countless hours to perfect them.
The program at the Nat Holman
Gym at CCNY was the first ap-

pearance of the cheerleaders doing
their new routines. It was as much
a surprise to those who had seen
them during the season as it was to
first time onlookers. Like watching
a brand new team. This all but clinched it for the Baruch women. The
"new image" was evident
throughout the various cheers and
routines.
Along with the title caine a
trophy, as well as gold medals for
all eight members. The women keep
the medals but the trophy can be
seen in the trophy case on the
seventh floor balcony in the 23rd
street building. Johnson summed
up all of Baruch's feelings when she
said, "I'm proud of all the girls.
Very proud."

•••••••
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FJght Cheers for the Cheerleaders
Top, left to right: Karin Dekie and Velina Mitchell. Floor, standing left to right: Debra Cato and Kim Singleton.
Floor, stoopirig left to right: Sulan Chin and Andrienne Codner. Front: Captain, Claudia Johnson. Missing: Janet
Robinson.

BOWLING WITH STONE:

Team Pinning Opponents
(l92-1~5-211).

By Steve Stone

Last weekend, March 5-6, the
team had the weekend off in league
play, but that didn't stop the scores
from coming in. The team drove up
to Wallington Lanes in New Jersey
to enter the Intercollegiate Championship with some of the best
bowling schools in the East.
The tournament was broken up
into three different sections, in
which you bowl three games in each
section. First you bowled the
Doubles Tournament with another
person from your team. After that
was the singles and last was the
team in which five bowlers from
each team are used. All of our
bowlers participated and there was
some outstanding bowling.
In the Doubles we had four
teams, Clark Harris, Doug York,
Steve Stone, Ron Tropeano, Elliot
Weiss, Brian Miller and Mike
Miller, Tracey York. Tracey is new
on the team and fills in when needed.Doug York was high bowler for
our team with a 628 (231-225-172)
followed by Brian Miller's 606
(153-217-236) and Steve Stone's 588

During the Singles round, Elliot
Weiss woke up after a long slump
and bowled a 616 (200-223-192).
Continuing their hot shooting were
Steve Stone 600 (179-233-188) and
Doug York 578 (161-207-210)
Clark Harris had high game in the
Singles with a 236. Harris finished
with a 584. After bowling a dissapointing 96, Mike Miller turned it
around and rolled a 225. With his
consistent spare making Ron Tropeano shot a 549.
With all of these high games and
series, Baruch didn't make a name
for themselves. But with the team
matches coming up, there was
hope. As the first game went by,
our bowlers hung tough, led by
Elliot Weiss's 203, D. Miller's 195,
Stone's 194 and Harris's 192 helping Doug York who faltered to a
144. The team shot a 928. 'As they
finished the second game things
looked pretty dim for our bowlers
shooting a 849. The team's chances
were slim, but they never gave up.
What happened during this last
game was the highlight of the whole
season.
They needed high games from

everybody to make the finals.
There were 24 teams entered and
only eight would make it to the
finals. During- this game the whole
team pulled and yelled for one
another. It got so intense that, they
brought a whole crowd of bystanders cheering from behind. Every
time you looked at the scoreboard
on top, there were strikes marked in
led by Doug York who bowled high
game throughout the tournament
with a 245 followed by Clark Harris's 210, Brian Miller's 208, Steve
Stone's 199 and Elliot Weiss's i87.
They bowled a whopping 1049 to
put themselves in the seventh position in the finals. The last game was
the biggest thrill for each bowler on
the team and they deserved it.
Showing no signs of giving up, this
team showed the meaning of the
word comeback. As the tournamen t closed here are the final
averages of the nine games set:
Doug York, 198.6, Steve Stone
193.7, Brian Miller 190.6, Clark
Harris 187.2, Elliot Weiss 184.2.
With the tournament behind us,
we will concentrate on upcoming
matches and try to perform as well
as we did in the tournament.

SPORTS COMMENTARY:

Making The Grade
moment. To get an adviser means
talking budget, and we know about
those talks.
When Keith Jones and Kenny
The problem of basketball is difJohnson were dropped from the ferent than most of the other team'
roster of the Statesmen basketball sports at .Baruch in that basketball
team for academic reasons, it se- covers two semesters during ,the
verely altered Baruch's chances for season. So a student may play most
the CUNY title. At the time, of the schedule and not be able to
Baruch was fighting for the top slot play in the end,' when the team
in the Bronx-Manhattan division needs its players most. The other
and Jones was the starting point- teams take what happened earlier
guard. There were three regular and apply the ruling, thereby
season games left. Baruch, minus dropping potential players at the
Jones and Johnson, lost two of the start. An adviser would keep an
three games but managed to secure eye on the situation. It's not, and
a playoff spot. Surprisingly, shouldn't be, a watchdog type of
Baruch made it to the semi-finals job. The adviser should not have to
before losing. Coach Levine
run after the student, or vice versa.
couldn't find a replacement for What it should be is a "preventive"
Jones' solid play during the season. measure. To see the problem before
Last fall, the Soccer team faced a it gets out of hand and acting on it
similar situation. A couple of well . before it happens. To suggest or set
needed players were unable to play up tutoring for the student; inform
because of ·their previous term's the coach of the situation, et al.
work. They were cut from the Someone to know what is happenroster.
ing at all times. It is a big job
Just before the baseball season
because there are many, many
last year got under way a definite student-athletes at Baruch. But not
starter was cut. It was for the same so big that it can't be done.
reason: academics.
. The NCAA allows a student to
In all these cases, could this have
been prevented? Should there have playa varsity sport with a term's
been someone monitoring the GPA of 1.75. However; Baruch
academic progress of the team has a higher set of standards. Emplayers? Do situations such as these phasising academics above
deter talented athletes .from com- athletics, it is the school's policy to
limit varsity team participation to
peting for Baruch?
None of these questions is easy to those students who maintain an inanswer but it's evident something dex of 2.0 or above. There are other,
complex matters involved but this is
should be done. . An Athletic
the basic breakdown. Other CUNY
Academic Adviser can handle these
schools don't work with this partypes of problems. Unfortunately
ticular system but that isn't imporBaruch does not have one at the tant, The issue is that unless school
policy is maintained, athletics are
off-limits.
As a Division III school Baruch
can't give scholarships to its
.athletes. So if a student decides to
try out for a sports team he, or she,
is doing it at his own expense, on
his own time.
A winning team reflects its
school. It builds its character. The
basketball Statesmen put together
an almost unbeatable team in
1981-82. They went to the finals.
On the way they were recognized by
~ the print media, although it was
o overdue. The same thing would
~
:c happen to other Statesmen teams if
Iii they played at the same high level.
Q To do this, the teams need players,
dedicated to their grades as well as
their team. To help them, the
Baruch Athletic Department needs
Keith Jones: A victim or cireums'tance? an Academic Adviser. It can only
help the college.
By Damian Begley

,IN,TRAMIJ,RAL"'EVENTS
Sign up now for: New Mr. Baruch'Cotltest- March t4
Perrier JO K Run (entry fee paid by Intramural Office) -::- Apn12

ANNOUNCEMENT:
A jogging.-groul'tsnow being formed. No 'experience needed.
Group willjog in the Baruch area.
M~ndaysa~dWedne$dc:lYsat2:3()PM

Tuesdays' and Thursdays at ,1:30PM
Information available in Room 61QAin 2Jrd' street building

:~()INTHEWINNINGTEAM
,-Bra sport~R4dotbe writ,.·thittg.JOinThe Tider~The,NewspapBiS

, IGOkm,[ f4)r writers to cover~_~.. ndothfto'sportingevents,"'>'
'Baruch. ~E"erv.ne,
wt'leome.'ltOtlln.307'·i.'fM'StudentCeliter.
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